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In the wake of a solar flare of unusual properties,
a mismatched group of inner-city survivors must
put aside their animosity to escape a Los Angeles
now free of gangbangers, but infested instead
with blood-sucking, sex-starved zombies.

In the tradition of Zombieland
and Shaun Of The Dead

MVZFTH!
by
Two L.A.P.D. detectives, David Lang (played
iders,
C. Thomas Howell of The Hitcher, The Outs
out
and TV’s Southland) and Jack Peters stake
Chin.
two street gangs lead by G-Dog and Dragon
fa
Dragon has kidnapped G-Dog’s girlfriend Latif
him.
and is exchanging her for drugs stolen from
ts
David and Jack try to arrest them and it erup
into an all-out gunfight.
flare
Just then the radiation of an anomalous solar
s.
strikes the Earth and all are rendered unconsciou
les,
When they come to, the population of Los Ange
into
and perhaps the whole world has transformed
the
blood-sucking zombies. The warring gangs and
osity
surviving cop must put aside their mutual anim
and distrust as they discover what this frightening
new world has in store for them. The medical
warehouse their rumble took place in was leadof the
shielded and protected them from the effects
with
radiation. They soon meet up with an old man
ent.
a rifle who was similarly protected in his basem
city to
Together they must make their way across the
ter who
the home of a scientist and his beautiful daugh
city
broadcast on local TV a plan for escape from the
and the rebuilding of civilization.
s must
But first our intrepid band of mismatched heroe
some
survive a frightening array of mutated zombies,
others
who appear quite human and intelligent, and
, but
with an insatiable lust for not just flesh and blood
more carnal desires as well.
isco
MVZFTH! features a soundtrack by San Franc
drapper Vital, and zombies created by the awar
winning makeup artists behind Pirates of the
Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest.
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